IAG Athens Assembly, 9th October 2015

‘Wish list’ group discussion briefing
Over summer 2015 the Committee agreed to submit individual ‘wish lists’
for potential developments they would like to see in IAG over a 3-5 year
period from 2016/ 17.
The group discussion in Athens on this topic has been arranged to encourage
and allow members to exchange and develop their own ideas on this, in
conjunction with their fellow members.
To be most helpful, it is important that suggestions consider the resources and
consequent costs likely to be required for their implementation, and the
benefits it is perceived they could deliver, alongside the desired
development.
The results will be refined and reported on to the Turin Assembly as part of the
Committee’s intention to develop a 2-3 year business plan and budget for
IAG, to be presented to the Assembly in October 2016. (Work towards certain
likely developments could commence in advance of this.)
Running the discussion:
It is suggested that each group first appoints one person as ‘Secretary’ to
summarize their suggestions in a report to the Committee, to be kept as close
to one page as possible!
Groups may also wish to appoint a Chairman to mediate the discussion. Of
course this can be the same person as the Secretary if they wish.
Reporting:
The ‘Secretary’ of each group is asked first to send their report for any
comments by the members of their group, then to send the final version for
the attention of the Committee, via the Admin office, by the end of October.
Individual delegates or member firms are also very welcome to send in their
own suggestions on the same basis, again by the end of October.
If anyone needs more time, that will be possible, but please say so by the
same deadline.

